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The Courtyard Weekly Newsletter—Friday 6 December 

Dates for the Diary 

 10.12.19—Courtyard Christmas 

Community Social—3:00pm 

 13.12.19—Christmas Jumper Day—

£1 donation to Save the Children 

 13.12.19—Theatre trip—select pu-

pils 

 19.12.19—End of Term—pupils fin-

ish at 12:30pm 

 6.1.20—back to school—8:40am 

start as usual 

This week in picture: 

 

Please be mindful of a letter recently sent 

out to parents regarding targeted crime in 

the areas surrounding school. School aged 

pupils are being targeted for their phones. 

We advise all of our Courtyard pupils to 

leave school promptly and walk immediate-

ly out of the church gardens. We also en-

courage them not to have their phones on 

show as this makes them targets. Also, if 

they are approached and their phone is 

demanded, they should hand it over and 

return to school or travel home, which ever 

is closest. Please reiterate this with your 

child. 

Next parent workshop—15.1.20—4pm @ the Courtyard 

Courtyard English 

Ms Dias will be talking to parents about the English curricu-

lums at the Courtyard and the best ways we can all support 

the pupils to feel more confident and make progress. 
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Learning taking place next week 

Listed below are the areas which will be taught in different subjects next week. Please take 
the opportunity to discuss with your child throughout the week. 
 

 iGCSE English— Identify and understand the main points, ideas and details in texts  
 FS Level 1 English— Making inferences and embedding quotes  
 Entry Level English— Speaking and Listening -  dealing with customer complaints  
 GCSE Maths— Algebra. Recognising vocabularies such as 'terms' 'expression' 'equation'  
 GCSE Statistics— working 'backwards' where the answers for mode median and mean 

is presented  
 AS—Level Maths—Algebraic Proof. Recognising a statement and 'proofing' that state-

ment is true NOT by substitution but rather 'dis- proofing'  
 FS Level 1 Maths— fractions, decimals and percentages 
 Entry Level Maths— working on rounding numbers to the nearest 10 and 100 using a 

number line  
 EDCL  L3 ICT— To make changes to other documents associated with the planning ap-

plication - e.g.step by step screenshots before and after with annotations  
 FS L2 ICT— Understanding different formulas e.g. vlookup & IF Then Formulas  
 FS L1 ICT— Use the Internet to find specific information ; using formulas  to calculate 
 Infomatics— Cybersecurity & e-safety  
 Science— looking at radioactive decay, identifying and describing ionising radiation  
 Social Express L1—exploring different situations and coping strategies when things 

don't go according to plan  
 Social Express L2—using effective communication to express their feelings, asking for 

things they want and need and also learning how to say no in appropriate situations  
 Workskills— understanding the purpose of CV and Cover Letters in job applications, 

knowing what is required in each and creating their own  
 Home Cooking— Seasonality- understanding the seasonality chart  
 Hospitality— Planning a two- course meal/ Working skills in Hospitality  
 Creative Expression—rehearsing scenes from ‘Baggage Claim’ 
 Art—starting or carrying on with the wooden structure and border for picture frame  
 Literacy - IDLS programme and long 'o' sounds (ow,oe, oa, o-e) worksheets  
 RSE— exploring the topic of body image online 
 PE— monitoring cardio activities at the gym; Outside—basketball 
 Independence— developing their communication skills whilst shopping in the commu-

nity. 

Independent Learning Task—due in on Friday 13 December 

To create a Christmas Decoration for your tree at home or for the Courtyard tree. 

Pupils should design and colour in their design for lamination at school. 


